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Project Coordination

What We Do

What We Do

Our Approach
Our “From Aviation for Aviation” approach is our contribution to your project’s success. We take
weight off your shoulders (e.g. effective documentation) and ensure a common thread of your projects (e.g. by implementing a project board). As your practiced partner we are aware of all stakeholders and their perspectives in the aviation business and deliver you a unique, integrated project
management based on our experience to reach your goals.

1. Prior To
The project

2. During
the project

3. After
the project

Project Coordination
Achieving Goals with a
common Thread.
 	Clear responsibilities and timeframe
 Possible blueprints
 	Definition of stakeholders and
interfaces
 Setup of management board
for successful coordination

Project management demands endurance and structure. Often, projects are completed and results
are forgotten. No clear, uniform documentation is available and the once defined goal is lost out of
sight.

 Common thread
 Helpful mediation across interfaces
 Uniform documentation
 Structure and support
 Content impulses
 Intercultural management (if
applicable)
 Assessment of progress
 Transfer of knowledge to your
team

Reviews and updates after the
project is finished for continuous
improvement

COST AVIATION will make sure you have the endurance and structure you need – by creating a
common thread and by providing an independent external perspective. Through our reviews and
updates beyond the project timeline, a long-term benefit is rendered possible.
Our satisfied customers for our project coordination include:

Your Result
Clients:
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The COST AVIATION project coordination delivers you an extra gain for your projects. Via the close
contact to our consultants your team is supported during all project phases and benefits from critical
reviews by our aviation experts. We aim at a high degree of knowledge transfer, generating long-term
value for your company.
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